Abstract—The ability to grasp large objects with both hands enables bimanual robot systems to fully employ their capabilities in human-centered environments. Hence, algorithms are needed to precompute bimanual grasping configurations that can be used online to efficiently create whole body grasps. In this work we present a bimanual grasp planner that can be used to build a set of grasps together with manipulability information for a given object. For efficient grasp planning precomputed reachability information and a beneficial object representation, based on medial axis descriptions, are used. Since bimanual grasps may suffer from low manipulability, caused by a closed kinematic chain, we show how the manipulability of a bimanual grasp can be used as a quality measure. Therefore, manipulability clusters are introduced as an efficient way to approximatively describe the manipulability of a given bimanual grasp. The proposed approach is evaluated with a reference implementation, based on Simox [1], for the humanoid robot ARMAR-III [2]. Since the presented algorithms are robot-independent, there are no limitations for using this planner on other robot systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thanks to progress in medicine and health care, people in our society today can expect to live longer than in the past. In order to allow people to lead independent lives despite declining physical strength, humanoid service robots capable of grasping and manipulating all sorts of objects need to be developed. Easily accomplished by humans, grasping is a quite difficult task for robots, as it requires consideration of a robot’s kinematics, an object’s geometric and physical properties, and also obstacles and forces.

Recently, many humanoid robot platforms have been introduced to the community, for example HRP2 [3], ARMAR [4], Dexter [5], Justin [6], or NASA Robonaut [7]. Research conducted on these platforms includes grasping and manipulation, dealing with daily objects, furniture, doors and also preparatory manipulation to achieve easier grasping [8].

When it comes to grasp planning, research in the recent years has mainly focused on approaches based on popular simulation environments such as GraspIt! [9], OpenRAVE [10] and Simox [1]. A whole family of approaches uses different heuristics to generate grasp candidates based on the object’s known geometry. The first approach in this context was presented by Miller et al. [11] who manually decomposed objects into boxes, spheres, cylinders and cones in order to plan grasps on the individual primitives. Goldfeder et al. [12] used trees of superquadrics to represent objects. Huebner et al. [13] performed shape approximation using only minimum volume bounding boxes. Guided by the same idea, but aiming at improved shape approximation accuracy, we proposed a method using the medial axis for grasp planning [14], which we recently optimized in [15]. Also recently, Aleotti et al. [16] suggested to use the Reeb Graph for grasp planning. While the majority of the references cited above focused on the robot’s hand and the object, some approaches also considered arm kinematics. Berenson et al. presented a method based on a grasp scoring function combining grasp quality, kinematic reachability and environmental obstacles (see [17], [18]). In [19] an approach is presented where the planner determines single-handed grasps that can be used to find grasps for a second hand. In our previous work [20] we investigated an approach integrating the search for a feasible grasp and the search for collision free grasping motions. The only work in the area of bimanual grasp planning we are aware of was presented in [18], where two-handed grasping was regarded as a special case of single handed grasping. The two open hands were considered as the fingers of one virtual big hand and the kinematic chain connecting the two hands was treated as a virtual wrist. Inspired from that work, we present an approach for planning bimanual grasps, where the manipulability of the configuration is considered as a quality measure of the grasp. Therefore we introduce the concept of manipulability clusters, which are volumes, in which the connection of both arms can maneuver while both hands remain at their grasping positions.

II. KINEMATIC STRUCTURE OF TWO-ARMED MOBILE MANIPULATORS

When considering bimanual grasping tasks, the kinematic structure of a two-armed mobile manipulator (e.g. a humanoid
robot) can be divided into two main parts. One part covers all arm and hand joints, representing the manipulation capabilities of the robot. Positioning and pose control of the robot are considered by the remaining joints. In Fig. 1 the proposed division of the kinematic structure is shown for the humanoid robot ARMAR-III.

### A. Reachability analysis

By dividing the kinematic structure as described above, the dual-arm manipulability can be independently analyzed in an offline step in order to support IK-queries in the online phase. Therefore, the reachability of both hands with respect to each other is approximated by a discretized 6D (position and orientation) reachability volume. This representation consists of a set of 6D voxels, which hold a value, that is related to the probability that an IK-solution exists [21], [22]. In [23] we showed how hand-over motions can be efficiently planned supported by precomputed reachability information. Reachability information for dual-arm tasks is also considered in [24] to analyze the task structure and map this data onto subordinate planners.

The buildup of the reachability representation can be realized by two approaches: Either the task space is sampled and IK-solutions are queried for each 6D voxel or joint values are sampled randomly and by computing the corresponding tool center point (TCP), the related 6D voxel can be determined. The latter method was used for building the reachability representations for both kinematic chains that were used in the experiments.

1) **Arm Movements:** In this work, the kinematic chain covering the arm joints is considered, whereas one hand is regarded as the base joint and the kinematic chain to the other hand is used for reachability analysis. To achieve this, the joint and link definitions of the first arm have to be inverted, so that a valid kinematic chain can be constructed. In Fig. 2 (left) a cut through the 3D visualization of the reachability data for the kinematic chain from left to right TCP is shown. The color intensity is proportional to the probability that there exists an IK-solution for the right hand with the left hand at the current position.

2) **Robot Pose:** Further, a reachability representation of the kinematic chain going from the robot’s base position to the center of the arms is generated in order to quickly decide if a bimanual grasp is reachable (see Fig. 2 (right)).

### B. Manipulability

The manipulability of a configuration $q$ can be expressed in different ways. A widely used manipulability measure (also called manipulability index) was described by Yoshikawa in [25]. The index $m(J)$ depends on the Jacobi Matrix $J$ and it’s transposed:

$$m(J) = \sqrt{\det(JJT)}$$

Equation 1 can be generalized (see e.g. [26]) to:

$$m(J) = \left(\lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_n\right)^{\frac{1}{2}},$$

where $\lambda_i$ denotes the $i$-th eigenvalue of $JJ^T$. Another possibility to measure the manipulability is to consider the smallest eigenvalue $\lambda_n$, that describes the distance from a singular configuration in the direction of the corresponding eigenvector. The condition number

$$c(J) = \frac{\lambda_1}{\lambda_n}$$

is defined as the ratio of the smallest to the largest eigenvalue. Further details can also be found in [27].

The manipulability of a closed kinematic chain, that is formed when a two arm system is grasping an object with both end-effectors, is addressed in [26]. In section IV-E we introduce the concept of the manipulability clusters, which are approximated with 6D ellipsoids in which the **Center Of Arms** (CoA) joint can maneuver while holding the object with both end-effectors. This measure gives a good hint from which positions the object can be grasped for a given bimanual grasp and further the allowed movements of the closed kinematic chain are described.

### III. Object representation

In this section we describe the object representation and the method we use to generate grasps. Both object representation and grasp planning algorithm are motivated by our assumption that grasps for objects can be found more easily if the object representation used by the grasp planner reflects local symmetry properties of the object’s geometry.

#### A. Medial-axis analysis

In this work we use the grid of medial spheres object representation we previously introduced in [15] and which is based on the medial axis transform (MAT) [28]. The MAT is a complete shape descriptor, i.e. it is capable of representing objects of arbitrary shapes. Construction of an object’s MAT is achieved by inscribing spheres of maximum diameter into the object’s shape. Each of these maximally inscribed spheres has to touch the original object’s surface at two or more different points. As a result, the object can be described by a collection of inscribed spheres, where each sphere has - apart from its...
center’s position - two parameters: the sphere radius and the object angle.

- The sphere radius \( r \) describes the thickness of the object at this specific point.
- The object angle \( \alpha \) [29] denotes the maximum angle included by two vectors from the sphere’s center to two different nearest surface points of the original shape touched by this sphere.

Sphere radius and object angle of a inscribed sphere determine how much the respective sphere contributes to the object’s shape. Spheres with small object angles and small radii describe edges and corners and other surface details of the object, while spheres with big object angles and big radii rather describe the volume occupied by the object (see Fig. 3). We sort the inscribed spheres into a three dimensional grid structure with respect to the Cartesian coordinates of their sphere centers and thereby obtain the grid of medial spheres. The advantage of this grid structure is that we can efficiently access the spheres in a local neighborhood around a given query sphere, simply by determining the grid cell containing the query sphere and considering the spheres in neighbor grid cells. We will exploit this benefit with our grasp planning algorithm which we describe in the next section.

B. Grasp Candidates for bimanual manipulation

In the following, we explain the core of our grasp planning method we introduced in [15]. A grasp candidate consists of an approach point \( P_g \), an approach vector \( P_d \) and a hand orientation vector \( P_o \). The approach point is the point the robot’s hand approaches during grasping. The approach vector specifies the direction from which to approach the object. Finally, the hand orientation vector describes an imaginary axis the hand wraps around during closing, on the assumption that the closing process starts from a parallel hand preshape. Using our grid of medial spheres object representation described in the previous section, we are able to extract geometrically meaningful grasp candidates directly from the object’s geometry. We consider only spheres with object angles \( \alpha \geq 120^\circ \) for grasp planning, as this removes surface details of the object but preserves the object’s basic local symmetry properties such as local symmetry planes and local symmetry axes. For all the remaining spheres we determine whether their centers are located on a local symmetry axis, on the rim of a local symmetry plane or inside a local symmetry plane. For very small values \( \rho_{ev} \leq \rho_{axis} \) we assume the query sphere to be located on a local symmetry axis. For moderate values \( \rho_{axis} \leq \rho_{ev} \leq \rho_{plane} \) we assume the query sphere to be located at the rim of a local symmetry plane. For big values \( \rho_{ev} > \rho_{plane} \) we classify the sphere as located inside a local symmetry plane. For all experiments in this paper, we used the values \( \rho_{axis} = 0.01 \) and \( \rho_{plane} = 0.4 \). We generate grasp candidates depending on the results of the PCA. In case of a local symmetry axis, we choose \( P_o = \vec{e}_1 \). Possible approach directions \( P_d \) are all vectors perpendicular to the direction of this symmetry axis \( \vec{e}_1 \). In case of a local symmetry plane, we choose \( P_o = \vec{e}_1 \). We compute the direction \( P_d \) of the hand from \( \vec{e}_2 \). In order to ensure that the hand’s approach vector is directed toward the rim from the outside of the local symmetry plane, we evaluate the vector \( \vec{v}_{COG} \) from the query sphere’s center to its local neighborhood’s center of gravity \( COG_N \). If \( \vec{e}_2 \) and \( \vec{v}_{COG} \) incline an angle \( \beta > 90^\circ \), then we set \( P_d = -\vec{e}_2 \), otherwise \( P_d = \vec{e}_2 \). For all grasp candidates, we use the query sphere’s center as the approach point \( P_g \). There is one further condition for the approach point. We state that, especially for big objects, it is necessary to carefully select the places where to grasp the object, as for successful grasping the hand must be able to close around the object. This is not the case if the object’s shape is too thick at the respective point. Yet, the radii of the inscribed spheres in our grid of medial spheres object representation indicate whether the hand can wrap around the object at the respective point. Spheres with radii to big for the hand are not considered for grasp candidate generation.

The grasp candidates generated by our method so far are only grasps for one hand. Bimanual grasps can be constructed by combining two of these grasp candidates, where additional requirements have to be met. The construction of bimanual grasps is described in the following.

IV. BIMANUAL GRASP PLANNING

Performing bimanual grasp planning requires to consider multiple tasks, such as finding valid TCP configurations for both end-effectors, determining the multi-hand grasp quality and ensure that the kinematic structure of the arms allows to reach both grasping positions. In this work we propose a
planner that uses an object representation based on its medial axis together with reachability analysis to achieve efficient planning as shown in Algorithm 1. The resulting bimanual solutions cover the TCP positions of both hands together with an exemplary IK-solution for the kinematic chain of the arms. This guarantees that at least one IK-solution exists and that both TCP positions are reachable. The IK-solution is locally optimized, in a way that the manipulability of the arm joints is maximized. Additionally to this exemplary IK-solution, the size of an manipulability cluster is computed, that approximatively describes the spatial positions of the Center of Arms joint for which an IK-solution exists. This information can be used during an online query to efficiently compute whole body IK-solutions.

Algorithm 1 PlanBimanualGrasp(GC, RI)

**Input:** A set of grasp candidates GC and reachability information RI.

**Output:** Bimanual grasping information with IK-solution for arm joints and manipulability cluster.

1. gc1 ← GC.RandomCandidate()
2. p1 ← ComputeEEFPose(gc1)
3. GC2 ← ReachableCandidates(p1, RI, GC)
4. while (|GC2| > 0) do
5. gc2 ← GC2.RandomCandidate()
6. GC2.RemoveCandidate(gc2)
7. p2 ← ComputeEEFPose(gc2)
8. IK ← SearchIKSolution(p1, p2)
9. if (IK && !Collision(IK)) then
10. cp1 ← ContactPoints(CloseHand1(p1))
11. cp2 ← ContactPoints(CloseHand2(p2))
12. if (ForceClosure(cp1 ∪ cp2)) then
13. IK ← OptimizeManipulability(IK, p1, p2)
14. rc ← ManipulabilityCluster(IK, p1, p2)
15. if (rc.volume > 0) then
16. return (gc1, gc2, IK, rc)
17. end if
18. end if
19. end if
20. end while
21. return NULL

A. Finding a grasp candidate for one end-effector

As described in section III-B, grasp candidates for one end-effector can be easily extracted from the medial axis representation of the object (see Fig. 4 (left)). The position of the first end-effector is determined by randomly choosing a grasp candidate that does not result in a collision with the hand when it is in an opened shape (see Algorithm 1 line 1).

B. Finding grasp candidates for the other end-effector

In line 3 of Algorithm 1 all grasps candidates are filtered regarding the reachability information (see section II-A1), so that only the reachable grasp hypotheses remain for further investigation (see Fig. 4 (right)). Due to the discretized structure of the reachability information, we just can sort out candidates that are most likely not reachable and we have to check the reachability for the second end-effector by determining an IK-solution. Since this IK-solution is also needed in following steps, no computational overhead is produced by this IK-search. In order to realize a robot independent IK-solver, we use a gradient descent method based on the Jacobian’s Pseudo-Inverse, that does not rely on any analytic analysis of the kinematic structure. Since this approach may get stuck in local minima, there might be IK-solutions that are overseen and thus potential bimanual grasps are not found by this method. By producing lots of samples and randomly varying the starting configuration of the IK-search, the effects of local minima can be reduced. When an IK-solution for the arms can be determined (Algorithm 1 line 8), the result is checked for collisions and the bimanual grasp is analyzed as described in the next section.

C. Grasp Quality

Both end-effectors are closed in line 10 and 11 and the contact points on the object’s surface are determined. The quality of the resulting set of contacts is then computed by performing Grasp Wrench Space analysis. We use the standard ε measure for force-closure as described in [30], where the six dimensional convex hull of the contact points and normals is computed and the distance from the origin of the Grasp Wrench Space to the nearest facet of the convex hull indicates how well the grasp can resist disturbances by externally applied wrenches. In case a force closure grasping configuration can be verified, the solution is computed as described in the following sections.

D. Maximizing the Manipulability

To represent the manipulability of a two-arm system we independently consider the manipulability index for the left and the right arm, since we are interested in flexible configurations that allow to move both TCPs as good as possible. This measure is maximized as shown in Algorithm 2: The Jacobian for the joints of the arm that belongs to the first
end-effector is denoted with \( J_1 \) and the Jacobian \( J_2 \) covers the other side of the bimanual kinematic chain. In line 7 all possible combinations \( \Delta_x \) of discrete steps for moving the Center of Arms joint are built. Note, that the step size \( \delta \) is the same for translational and rotational components of the movements in order to preserve the readability. For each of those \( \Delta_x \) Jacobian-based movements are performed. First the kinematic chain from the first end-effector to the CoA Joint is considered (line 9). When the joint-limits allow a movement in the given direction, it is tried to move the second end-effector back to it’s grasping pose \( p_2 \). When the kinematic structure allows such movements and the manipulability of both arms could be increased, a better IK solution was found (line 14-17). This procedure is repeated until the local maximum is reached and the corresponding joint values are returned (line 23). An exemplary result of this optimization process can be seen in Fig. 5.

Algorithm 2 OptimizeManipulability(\( IK, p_1, p_2 \))

**Input:** A configuration \( IK \) for both arms and the Cartesian positions \( p_1, p_2 \) of both end-effectors.

**Output:** The local maximum of the dual arm manipulability.

1: \( p_{CoA} \leftarrow \text{ForwardKinematics}(IK) \)
2: \( m_1 \leftarrow \sqrt{\det(J_1^T J_1)} \)
3: \( m_2 \leftarrow \sqrt{\det(J_2^T J_2)} \)
4: \( IK_{best} \leftarrow IK \)
5: while (!TimeOut()) do
6: \( \Delta_{best} \leftarrow \{0, 0, 0, 0, 0\}^T \)
7: for all \( (\Delta_x \in \{-\delta, 0, \delta\})^6 \) do
8: \( p'_{CoA} \leftarrow \text{MoveCartesianPose}(p_{CoA}, \Delta_x) \)
9: if \( \text{(MoveJointToPose}(J_1, p'_{CoA})) \) then
10: \( m'_1 \leftarrow \sqrt{\det(J_1^T J_1')} \)
11: \( m'_2 \leftarrow \sqrt{\det(J_2^T J_2')} \)
12: if \( (m'_1 \geq m_1) \land (m'_2 \geq m_2) \land (m'_1 + m'_2 > m_1 + m_2) \) then
13: \( IK_{best} \leftarrow \text{GetJointValues}() \)
14: \( m_1 \leftarrow m'_1 \)
15: \( m_2 \leftarrow m'_2 \)
16: \( \Delta_{best} \leftarrow \Delta_x \)
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: if \( \Delta_{best} == \{0, 0, 0, 0, 0\}^T \) then
21: return \( IK_{best} \)
22: end if
23: end while
24: return \( IK_{best} \)

E. Manipulability Clusters

Due to the optimization process of the last section, an exemplary IK-solution for both arms can be stored together with the bimanual grasping configuration, which allows a locally maximized manipulability. Further information, that might be of interest, can be obtained by determining the extend of allowed movements of the Center of Arms joint. We call the approximated 6D-volume of the allowed CoA-movements for which the end-effectors remain at their grasping positions manipulability cluster. A quite simple, but effective, method of determining the extends of a reachability cluster is given by moving the CoA-joint in all translational and rotational directions until the joint limits inhibit the correct re-positioning of the TCPs according to the fixed grasping positions. The three-dimensional visualization of a manipulability cluster is approximatively represented by the ellipsoid.

Fig. 6. The 3D visualization of the approximated 6D manipulability cluster for the Center of Arms joint. The lines depict the allowed movements in the three main axis of the local coordinate system.

By analyzing the volume of the manipulability cluster, one can derive the opportunity to move the CoA-joint around while holding the TCPs at the grasping position. A volume near to zero indicates, that the manipulability of the grasping configuration is constricted and thus the quality of the grasp is limited. As shown in Alg. 1 line 15, manipulability clusters with a non-existent volume are discarded by the planner.

V. Results

The presented approach is evaluated with two large objects that should be grasped with both hands.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average of 100 runs</th>
<th>Vase</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong>:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning one bimanual grasp</td>
<td>821 ms</td>
<td>5321 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-Grasp candidates evaluated</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>10232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-Grasps until valid result</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per hypothesis:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulability cluster computation</td>
<td>79 ms</td>
<td>52 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrench space computations</td>
<td>22 ms</td>
<td>17 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision detection</td>
<td>2.5 ms</td>
<td>0.9 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Vase

In this experiment bimanual grasping configurations are generated for a large vase. In Fig. 7 (left) a 3D-visualization of the 6D clusters is given for 250 generated grasping configurations. The manipulability clusters can be used to support a whole body IK-solver. The IK-solving is done by first selecting a reachable bimanual grasping configuration (regarding the reachability information of the robot pose kinematic chain, see Fig. 2 (right)) and then moving the Center of Arms joint of both kinematic parts (arms and body) towards each other. An exemplary IK result can be seen in Fig. 7 on the right.

![Fig. 7. The reachability clusters for 250 planned bimanual grasps (left). An exemplary whole body IK-solution for the humanoid robot ARMAR-III (right).](image)

The performance of the presented approach was measured by planning 100 bimanual grasps while analyzing the runtime of the different steps of the algorithm. As shown in Table I, the time that was needed to plan one 14 DoF bimanual grasping configuration, including all manipulability information, was measured with less than a second on average. This value includes the time needed for performing the wrench space computations to ensure a force closure grasp (22 ms on average) as well as the reachability optimization and the generation of manipulability clusters. The time for building up a manipulability cluster was measured with 79 ms on average. Note, that potentially more than one manipulability cluster has to be built until a valid result can be generated, since zero-volume clusters are discarded. On average 2.5 ms were needed to check a configuration for collisions and 1.9 bimanual grasps have been generated until a valid result was found. The number of two-hand candidates (consisting of two single-hand candidates) that were considered until a result could have been generated, was counted with 1399. The majority of them were quickly discarded due to collisions or not allowed joint movements during the bimanual IK-search phase.

B. Bicycle

In this experiment the bimanual grasp planner is used to create a set of grasps for a bicycle. The challenging structure of the 3D-model results in longer computations compared to the last setup (see Table I). The average time needed to plan one bimanual grasping configuration was measured with 5.3 seconds. The large number of created created bimanual hypotheses (>10K) is caused by a large number of grasping configurations that result in collisions. Further we observed that the force closure test often failed, since many generated grasps are caging configurations around the bicycle frame that do not have sufficient contact information. In Fig. 8 the manipulability clusters of 250 planned grasps are visualized on the left and an exemplary IK-result is depicted on the right.

![Fig. 8. The bimanual reachability of the bicycle is represented by 250 manipulability clusters generated by the proposed grasp planner (left). The humanoid robot ARMAR-III uses a planned grasp to hold the bicycle with both hands (right).](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work a bimanual grasp planner was presented, that can be used to efficiently determine dual-arm configurations for grasping large objects. The search for grasp candidates is efficiently realized by using precomputed reachability information and an object representation, based on medial axis descriptions.

Since bimanual grasping configurations often suffer from strictly constrained movements caused by the closed kinematic chain that is formed when applying the grasp, we introduced a grasp quality measurement based on manipulability information. This allows to focus the search on bimanual grasps that have a high manipulability, so that the configuration can be better adjusted to the needs of an online IK-query. Further, those grasps with good manipulability reduce the constraints in post-grasping actions, which otherwise may prohibit a planned execution.
To evaluate the performance and the usability of the approach, we generated bimanual grasp sets with two challenging objects for the humanoid robot ARMAR-III. It was shown, that suitable grasping configurations can efficiently be generated for a high-DoF system.
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